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Cherenkov	radiation
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Cherenkov	radiation:	some	history
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Cherenkov radiation

1888 predicted by O. Heaviside
Deformation of the electromagnetic �eld
of a charged, moving particle
1901 predicted by Kelvin
1904 predicted by Sommerfeld

Cherenkov:
1934 experimentally observed

Frank & Tamm
1937 theoretical explanation

1958 Nobel price



Cherenkov	radiation:	some	history
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Cherenkov	radiation
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Cherenkov radiation

Reminder: Bethe Bloch
δ(β): density correction due to polarisation of the material
         logarithmic rise gets attenuated
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charged particles polarise material
time dependent dipole �eld → dipole radiation

v<c/n dipoles symmetric →  no net radiation
v>c/n  asymmetric    → Cherenkov radiation

Energy loss due to Cherenkov radiation small
1-5% of dE/dX(MIP)

c/n  light velocity in material
n: refraction index (Brechungsindex)

Dipoles

Charged	particles	polarize	material
time	dependent	dipole	field	→	dipole	radiation	

For	v	<	c/n:	
Induced	dipoles	symmetrically	arranged	around	
particle	path	->	no	net	dipole	moment	
à no	Cherenkov	radiation

For	v	>	c/n:	
Symmetry	is	broken	since	the	particle	goes	faster	then	
em waves	->	non-vanishing	dipole	moment	
à Cherenkov	radiation

31. Passage of particles through matter 5

31.2.3. Stopping power at intermediate energies :
The mean rate of energy loss by moderately relativistic charged heavy particles,

M1/δx, is well-described by the “Bethe equation,”
!
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It describes the mean rate of energy loss in the region 0.1 <∼ βγ <∼ 1000 for intermediate-Z
materials with an accuracy of a few %. With the symbol definitions and values given in
Table 31.1, the units are MeV g−1cm2. Wmax is defined in Sec. 31.2.2. At the lower limit
the projectile velocity becomes comparable to atomic electron “velocities” (Sec. 31.2.6),
and at the upper limit radiative effects begin to be important (Sec. 31.6). Both limits are
Z dependent. A minor dependence on M at the highest energies is introduced through
Wmax, but for all practical purposes ⟨dE/dx⟩ in a given material is a function of β alone.

Few concepts in high-energy physics are as misused as ⟨dE/dx⟩. The main problem is
that the mean is weighted by very rare events with large single-collision energy deposits.
Even with samples of hundreds of events a dependable value for the mean energy loss
cannot be obtained. Far better and more easily measured is the most probable energy
loss, discussed in Sec. 31.2.9. The most probable energy loss in a detector is considerably
below the mean given by the Bethe equation.

In a TPC (Sec. 32.6.5), the mean of 50%–70% of the samples with the smallest signals
is often used as an estimator.

Although it must be used with cautions and caveats, ⟨dE/dx⟩ as described in Eq. (31.5)
still forms the basis of much of our understanding of energy loss by charged particles.
Extensive tables are available[4,5, pdg.lbl.gov/AtomicNuclearProperties/].

For heavy projectiles, like ions, additional terms are required to account for higher-
order photon coupling to the target, and to account for the finite size of the target radius.
These can change dE/dx by a factor of two or more for the heaviest nuclei in certain
kinematic regimes [7].

The function as computed for muons on copper is shown as the “Bethe” region of
Fig. 31.1. Mean energy loss behavior below this region is discussed in Sec. 31.2.6, and the
radiative effects at high energy are discussed in Sec. 31.6. Only in the Bethe region is it a
function of β alone; the mass dependence is more complicated elsewhere. The stopping
power in several other materials is shown in Fig. 31.2. Except in hydrogen, particles with
the same velocity have similar rates of energy loss in different materials, although there
is a slow decrease in the rate of energy loss with increasing Z. The qualitative behavior
difference at high energies between a gas (He in the figure) and the other materials shown
in the figure is due to the density-effect correction, δ(βγ), discussed in Sec. 31.2.5. The
stopping power functions are characterized by broad minima whose position drops from
βγ = 3.5 to 3.0 as Z goes from 7 to 100. The values of minimum ionization as a function
of atomic number are shown in Fig. 31.3.

In practical cases, most relativistic particles (e.g., cosmic-ray muons) have mean energy
loss rates close to the minimum; they are “minimum-ionizing particles,” or mip’s.

Eq. (31.5) may be integrated to find the total (or partial) “continuous slowing-down
approximation” (CSDA) range R for a particle which loses energy only through ionization
and atomic excitation. Since dE/dx depends only on β, R/M is a function of E/M or

December 18, 2013 12:00

Density	correction	due	to	polarization	of	the	material	
results	in	an	attenuation	of	the	relativistic	rise.



Cherenkov	radiation	emission
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Particle	going	faster	than	the	speed	of	light	in	the	material

Emission	of	Cherenkov	radiation

qc

vParticlet

€ 

speed of light in the material medium:  

v =
c
n

Cherenkov condition :

vParticle >
c
n

cosθ c =

c
n
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vparticlet
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ct
n × vparticlet

=
ct

n × βParticle × ct
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1
n × βParticle

Particle	propagation



Cherenkov	radiation	angle
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Cherenkov-angle vs 

Liquids, solids                                  Gases

→  high relativistic particles: small emission angle
→  large refraction index: large scattering angle 
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Relation	between	Cherenkov	angle	and	particle	velocity	in	different	materials	



Cherenkov	radiation	angle
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Aerogel
θCmax =	242	mrad

C4F10 gas
θCmax =	53	mrad

CF4 gas
θCmax =	34	mrad



Cherenkov	radiation
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Radiation	of	“Cherenkov”	photons	with	a	continues	spectrum
The	photons	are	polarized
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Energy	loss	by		Cherenkov	radiation:

Energy	loss	by	collision	in		H2:

Energy	loss	by	collision	in	a	gas	with	large	Z:

This	is	already	included	in	the	
dE/dx	by	Bethe	&	Bloch
(relativistic	rise)

First	theory	by
Tamm	and	Frank

to	be	compared	with:



Cherenkov	photon	density
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For	photons	of	400	nm	<	λ <	700	nm
N/L(cm)	≈	490	sin2θc

R.	De	Vita,	
INFN	Genova



Cherenkov	detectors
Main components of a Cherenkov detector

• Radiator to produce the Cherenkov photons

• Mirror, lens, etc. to collect/transport the photons

• Photodetector to detect the photons

• The radiator is chosen based on its refractive index
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Air,	sea-water	or	ice	are	exploited	as	radiators	in	
some	astroparticle physics	experiments	(see	next	page)

𝛾"# =

1/ 1 − 𝛽"#)
�

O(10nm)	SiO2 particles

photo:	Wikipedia



Cherenkov	detectors
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Air,	sea-water	or	ice	are	exploited	as	radiators	in	some	astroparticle physics	experiments

Antares	/		KM3Net



Cherenkov	detectors
Detectors based on Cherenkov radiation are of 3 types

• Threshold counters (yes/no Cherenkov radiation)

• Differential counters (measures the Cherenkov angle in a given range)

• Ring imaging counters (reconstruct the image of the Cherenkov ring)
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Cherenkov	detectors:	threshold	counters
• Separation of particles with the same momentum but different masses
Cherenkov radiation only if 𝛽 > ,

-

for a given momentum p, since 𝛽 = .
/
= .

.0120� = ,
,1 2/. 0� , Cherenkov radiation only if𝑚 < 𝑝 𝑛 − 1�

• Improved version: use number of photons
(or calibrated pulse) to discriminate particle types.
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Threshold-Cherenkov-Counter

     Combination of several threshold Cherenkov counters


K
p

Aerogel                  Neopentan                 Ar-Ne
n=1.025                 1.0017                         1.000135

x                   x                     x
x                   x                     
x                   

K-p-π Separation up to roughly  100 GeV in beam with �xed momenta

C4F10 gas
1.0014

CF4 gas
1.0005

p=10	GeV/c

p=10	GeV/c



Threshold	Cherenkov	detectors:	examples
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BELLE@KEK	(1999-2010)
to	observe	CP	violation	in	B	decays	at	an	e+e- collider	

Five	aerogel	tiles
inside	an	Al	box
lined	with	a	white
reflector(Goretex)

HARP@CERN	(2000-2002)
measurement	of	hadron	production	on	different	targets

31	m3 filled	with	
C4F10 (n=1.0014)



(Complementing	Cherenkov	PID	:	Time-of-Flight)
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σt :	time	resolution	of	the	detector

L	~55m L	~55m

Cherenkov	+	TOF
routinely	used	for	
beam	monitoring	
in	fixed-target	
experiments



Cherenkov	detectors:	differential	counters
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For	a	given	momentum,	cosθ is		function	of	the	mass
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Only	the	light emitted	at	a	
given	angle	goes	to	the	PM



Differential	Cherenkov	detectors	:	example
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slide	from	
S.	Easo



Cherenkov	detectors:	ring	imaging
• Intercept the Cherenkov cone with a planeà ring

• Measure both the Cherenkov angle and the number of detected photons

(è better resolution on β than equivalent threshold or differential detectors)

• Allows for particle identification over large surfaces

• Requires photodetectors with single photon identification capabilities
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RICH	and	PID
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2q

L

r

r	=	L	x	tanθ

Example	:	Incoming	particle	with	p	=	1GeV/c,	L	=	1	m,	in	LiF (n	=	1.392):
q(deg) r(m)

p 43.5 0.95
K 36.7 0.75
P 9.95 0.18

Very good  p/K/p seperation

Particle	ID

Tom	Ypsilantis



RICH:	examples
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DELPHI@LEP	(CERN,	1988-2000)
”a	Detector	with	Lepton,	Photon	and	Hadron Identification”
multi-purpose	detector	for	precision	EW	measurements	in	e+e- collisions	at	sqrt(s)=91-200	GeV
à one	of	the	first	large-size	RICH	detectors

à π/K/p	separation	over	a	large	
momentum	range:	0.7-45	GeV/c

• 2	radiators:
C5F12 gas,	n=1.241
C6F14 liquid,	n=1.2834

• 288	parabolic	mirrors
• photodetector:	gas+TMAE+MWPCs



RICH:	examples
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LHCb@LHC (CERN)
Identify	charged	hadrons	(π,K)	in	B	(and	D)	meson	decays

Valery Kubarovsky, Jlab

LHCb RICH-1

C4F10 data

• 2	RICH	detectors	to	cover different
momentum and	polar	angle	ranges

• 2	radiators in	each RICH	(Aerogel+C4H10/CF4)
• Photodetectors:	HPDs (see next slide)



RICH:	examples
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LHCb@LHC (CERN)

Hybrid	Photon	Detectors	(HPDs)
Photoelectric	effect	+
focusing	of	photoelectrons	to	Si	sensors
à Accurate	measurement	of	space	and	

time	of	photons
à Short	flight	path	of	PEs:	reduced	

sensitivity	to	magnetic	field
à Can	detect	single	photons

~1
0	
cm

Total	covered area	3.3	m2



RICH:	examples
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• 2	radiators:
16	tiles	of	NaF tiles,	n=1.33	
92	tiles	of	Aerogel,	n=1.05

• 470mm	expansion	volume	+	mirrors

multi-channel	PMTs



Multi-Anode	PMTs
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R.	De	Vita,	
INFN	Genova



Cherenkov	PID	in	neutrino	experiments
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Neutrino	experiments	need	to	identify	
the	flavour	of	the	neutrino	==	flavour	of	
the	lepton produced	in	CC	interactions

Neutrinos:
3	flavours	(νe,νμ,ντ)
3	mass	eigenstates	(ν1,ν2,ν3)

Observation	of	neutrino	oscillations	
à flavour	eigenstates	are	superposition	of	mass	eigenstates
à neutrinos	have	mass

The	Nobel	Prize for	
Physics 2015

Takaaki Kajita
Super	Kamiokande

Collaboration
University of	Tokyo,	Japan

Arthur	B.	McDonald
Sudbury	Neutrino	Observatory

Collaboration
Queen’s University,	Canada

« For	the	discovery of	neutrino	
oscillations,	which shows	that

neutrinos	have	mass. »

νe

νμ



Cherenkov	PID	in	neutrino	experiments
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Identification	of	particles	
produced	in	neutrino	
interactions:
Based	on	the	characteristics	
of	the	Cherenkov	cone



Example:	SuperKamiokaNDE
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50.000	t H2O
11000	PMT’s

Kamioka mine,	Japan
~1000	m	under	Mount	Ikeno



Example:	SuperKamiokaNDE
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603	MeV	muon 492	MeV	electron

νe + p→ e− + n  (CC)νµ + p→ µ− + n  (CC)



Example:	SuperKamiokaNDE
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nµ

ne



earth

Cosmic ray
cosq =	1

20	km

13000	km

Cosmic ray
cosq =	-1

neutrino	n

muon

Example:	SuperKamiokaNDE
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Electron like
events

Muon like
events

oscillation	nµ —> nt

Atmosperic
neutrinos

Detector

Results

50.000	t de	H2O
11000	PMT’s



Example:	Sudbury	Neutrino	Observatory	(SNO)
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1700 tonnes of inner shielding H2O

12.01m dia. acrylic vessel

17.8m dia. PMT Support Structure
9456 20-cm dia. PMTs
56% coverage

5300 tonnes of outer shielding H2O

Urylon 
liner

1006 
tonnes

D2O

Nucl. Inst. Meth. A449, 127 (2000)

2 
km

 to
 s

ur
fa

ce



Example:	SNO
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NC xx
nn ++®+ npd

ES -- +®+ enen xx

CC
-epd ++®+n

e
p

• Low Statistics
• s(ne) » 6 s(nµ) » 6 s(nt)
• Strong directionality

• Measurement of ne energy spectrum
• Weak directionality

• Measure total 8B n flux from the sun
• s(ne) = s(nµ) = s(nt)



Example:	SNO
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1000	t D2O
9500	PMT’s

Solar	neutrinos
Detector

Results



Cherenkov	detectors	for	astroparticle physis
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Detection	of	very	high	energy	neutrinos	in	sea	water	/	ice
KM3Net	/	IceCube



Cherenkov	detectors	for	astroparticle physis
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Earth

νμ

μ
KM3NeT

6210	Digital	Optical	Modules	(DOMs)
43 cm	diameter,	contains	31	3-inch	(7.6 cm)	

PMTs	with	supporting	electronics,	and	is	
connected	to	shore	via	a	high-bandwidth	

optical	network

see	some	neutrino	interactions	here…

Detection	of	very	high	energy	neutrinos	in	sea	water	/	ice
KM3Net	/	IceCube



Cherenkov	detectors	for	astroparticle physis
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IceCube



Cherenkov	radiation	and	detectors:	summary

• Charged particles travelling through a medium at a speed larger than that of light in the medium
produce Cherenkov radiation

• Light emission at angle cos 𝜃; =
,
-	=

• Used for particle identification in different types of detectors
• Threshold
• Differential
• Ring Imaging (RICH)

• Combined with Time-of-Flight, dE/dx (+ calorimetry etc.) for particle identification over wide
momentum range

• Development of different types of photosensors
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Exercises
Exercise 1

Compare the number of Cherenkov photons expected from a 2 MeV electron interacting in water to
the number of scintillation photons expected from the same energy electron interacting in NaI(Tl).
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Exercise 2
We want build a huge detector filled with water to
detect the Cherenkov light from charged particles.
Should we use ”UV-transmitting glass” glass or
”Borosilicate glass” for the PMT photocatodes?

The photon density per unit length can be expressed as

with

The refractive index of water is 1.33.



(Appendix:	Change	of	variable	in	a	PDF)
• Probability density function (PDF) of the variable x, P(x).

• How to compute the PDF of a new variable y, if we know the dependence y(x)?

𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑦 =

𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑦 =

𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥

=
𝑃(𝑥 𝑦 )

𝐽

Examples:
1) zenith angle distribution of cosmic rays
𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝜗 ∝ cos 𝜗 ) 									

𝑑𝑁
𝑑 cos 𝜗 =

𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝜗

𝑑𝜗
𝑑 cos 𝜗 ∝

cos 𝜗 )

sin 𝜗 =
𝑥)

1 − 𝑥)�

2) uniform distribution in a cylindrical volume
JK
JL
= 𝐶’ with 𝑑𝑉 = ℎ	2𝜋	𝑟	𝑑𝑟 = ℎ	𝜋	𝑑 𝑟) so JK

JT0
= 𝐶

but JK
JT
= ;

UV
U V0

= 𝐶 J T0

JT
= 2𝐶	𝑟
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J is	the	”Jacobian”	of	the	transformation



(Appendix:	Change	of	variable	in	a	PDF)

Cherenkov radiation photon spectra:

change variable to 𝐸 = #X
Y
						J/

JY
= #X

Y0
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𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝜆 =

𝐶
𝜆)

𝑑𝑁
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𝑑𝜆
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝜆

=
𝐶
𝜆)
ℎ𝑐
𝜆)

= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
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1
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1
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